ACTUATOR BLEED TUBE INSERT SLEEVE

ITEM NO. | QTY. | PART NO. | DESCRIPTION |
---------|------|----------|-------------|
          |      | D020373-00 | ACTUATOR BLEED TUBE INSERT SLEEVE |

O.D. = 0.125 in.
I.D. = 0.080 in.
STRAIGHT LENGTH = 8.155 in.

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
.XX     0.020"
.XXX   0.005"
ANGULAR  30'

DETAIL CADJ
SCALE 6 : 1

SPOT SOLDER AND VACUUM BRAZE

FILE NAME/LOCATION:
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DRAWN                   6/25/03       Spjeld

NAME DATE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
MATERIAL
SYSTEM                                  LASTI
SUB-SYSTEM                            HEPINEXT ASSY
PART NAME

COMMENTS:
One (1) bleed tube assembly required per actuator assembly
120 RMS
unless noted

REMARKS/LOCATION: